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Vandalism found at Thomas Jefferson
After inspection of evacuated residents
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Keith Missey

starr Writer

A police response to a fue alarm
last Thursday at Thomas Je fferson
Residence Hall became an investigation
into vandalism when it w as discovered
part of TJ had been covered in black
graffiti.
Police were notified of a fue alarm
by the front desk at TJ early Thursday
morning. At approx imately 5:44 a.m.,
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police arrived at the scene to discover
the fire alarm was false. However, they
also discovered black spray painting on
the ground floor and the top two floors
on the north tower. According to Bill
Bleckman, Director of the Univeristy
Police, the "graffiti had no racial or
sexual connotation at all."
Jim Murphy, Director of Residential Life at UMR, stated, "The fire alarm
was set off by a discharged fire extinguisher. Besides the graffiti, there was
also tables and chaifs pushed into the
swimming pool. If the individuals are
identified, the university will take disciplinary action."

C asey M orriss
News Edtior

Next fall, students are going to face
some changes in the way they use the
UMR library. Library officials predict
short term inconveniences that will lead
to long term' improvements.
Last June, the Missouri state legislature allocated $3 million for the first
major renovation of the Curtis Laws
Wilson Library since the building was

staff and students and held an open
forum to get input and suggestions for
change. Taking these ideas into account
plans were fmalized, and, according to
Library Director Jean Eisenman, work
is scheduled to begin in early October.
Eisenman said the main objectives
of the renovation are the following:
-- Provide a pleasing and welcoming environment for research and study.
- Come into compliance with the
guidelines established by the Americans
With Disabilities Act (ADA).
- Provide adequate restroom' facilities on each floor.
- Improve on "The Big Three":
heating/cooling, lighting, and noise.
- Provide adequate electric wir·

Library Renovation Goals
.. Provide a pleasing and welcoming environment
for research and study.
_. Comply with the guidelines established by the
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA).
L-_oI..-..l .. Provide adequate restroom
facilities on each floor.
.. Improve heating/cooling, lighting, and
noise.
.. Provide adequate electric wiring
anticipation of future technology.
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Thomas Jefferson Residence Hall

Library renovations planned for next year

completed in 1968. Architects for the
project distributed surveys to faculty,
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A custodian at TJ described a male
of medium build wearing a gray 'sweater
and sweat shorts ran past him around
the time of the incident. The police
were able to recover a black spray can
from the north tower.
After the TJ r e sidents were
brought out of their beds because of
the fue alarm, police asked to check
their hands.
Bleckman said, "The search didn't
turn anything up. We really don ' t have
any leads. There is a good possibility
that the person came from outside the
building. There is nothing much we
can do at this point"
.

leads materialize
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ing in anticipation of future technol·
ogy.
To accomplish these goals, the university commu·
nity will face

The library is also looking into situa- '
tions where a trip to the library could
be eliminated. "We would like to fax
articles to students
as much as possome inconve·
''We ask people to be patient sible," Eisenman
nienees. Accordand understanding while we said. "We are also
ing to Eisenman,
looking atdelivergo though this difficult ing books to camthe renovation
will be accompus offices."
time."
plished in two
Eisenman
phases sched- Jean Eisenman said that the Ii·
uled to take about
brary had consid10 months in all.
..ed doing the renoThe first phase will renovate the bot- vation one floor at a time in order to
tom three floors, with a second phase minimize the inconvenience to library
for the top floor. Library patrons will patrons, but the cost of that plan
not have access to each floor while it is proved prohibitive. "It would be much
being renovated. This means that for a more costly and time intensive to do
significant amount of the 1997-98 renovations one floor at a time because
it would mean bringing the contractors
school year, patrons will only be able
to use the third floor. To access mate- in four times instead of twice,"
rial from one of the floors under con· Eisenman said. "We decided it would
struction, patrons will have to request be better to take our medicine in one
the material from the circulation desk, big gulp."
and have one of the circulation workers
While work is being done on the
retrieve it -- a process Eisenman refers
bortom three floors , the entry way and
to as " paging."
circulation desk will remain open. The
To help minimize the impact on stairs on the southeast corner of the
patrons, Eisenman hopes to be able to
building will provide access to the th ird
take requests by e·mail. In that way,
floor. The library will make accommo·
material could be waiting at the desk dations for patrons with disabilities to
when the patron arrives at the library.
use the elevator. Class reserve material

will remain at the circulation desk and a
limited number of photocopiers will be
available on the first floor.
The renovation will require the

see Library page 14
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HPV team .compe
The sprint competition took place
on the second. day at the Miriinar Naval Air Base with UMR placing 14th
and 24th in the women's and men's
sprin~ respectively.
The final day of competition concluded with the 50 mile road race. Despite suffering a head-<ln collision with
an outof control University of NevadaLas Vegas HPV and 30 minutes of repair work, UMR still managed to finish in 18th place. Overall, UMR placed

Sarah Hummel

Michael Mayer earns
nationa l recogn ition
Michael Mayer has
recieved an Autodesk Scholar of
Distinction award from the National Alliance for Excellence Inc.
Mayer will recieve $3,500 worth
of AutoCAD software . Mayer
currently ranks first in his class
and was honored at the State
House by Gov. Mel Carnahan.
Mayer is a senior in Electrical
Engineer ing from Mayland
Heights, Mo.

Mine rescue team to
compe te in Texas
The Universit y of Missouri-Rolla's mine rescue tearn
will compete in the Southeastern Region Mine Rescue C~ln
test May 16-17 in Houston, Tex.

KUMR's art auction
to begin May 2
KUMR will hold its annual
silent art auction May 2"17. For
the fust time the auction will be
held in two locations, Lebanon
and Rolla. KUMR will auction
off 37 works of art from lOCal
artists. Benefits will go to
support KUMR, a public radio
station.

Comm encem ent to
be held May 17
The Universit y of Missouri-Rolla will hold its l24th
Commenc ement Saiurday May
17. Ceremonie s will be held at
Jaclding Field and will begin at 2
p .m.

HPV Club

The Human Powered Vehicle
Team (HPV); composed of Jeff Gahm,
Mark Cowell, Mark Haustein, Ryan
Meyer and Sarah Hummel, entered
their first National HPV Competition.
The event was hosted by the University of California-San Diego and the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Competit ion included three
classes of vehicles: single rider, tandem
and practical, with three jUdging events:
overall design, sprint race and road race.
The University of Missouri-Rolla
HPV tearn started early last fall design.ing and building their entry for the
single rider class vehicle, 'The Mik,uri

It.rtw1_ Vel1deC lb_

UMR's Human Powered Vehicle team: Sarah Humme l, Jeff
Gahm, Mark Hau.stein , Mark Cowell and Ryan Meyer.
Flyer." The three day competiti on
started with the design presentati on

and UMR placing 21stof29 schools in
that category.

20th .
Tbe HPV Club has already started
plans for next year's entry "The Egg
Crackei." Weekly meetings are held on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in the Mechanical
Engineering Building. The HPV Club
invites anyone interested to attend.
Anyone who would like more Wormation about the HPV Club can contact
Gahm atjgahm@umr.edu.
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Circle K spo nso rs bone · ma r·r ow dri
to
Deoo Light
Staff Writer

The Circl~ K International sponsored the third annual bone marrow
drive at the University of MissouriRolla. ·The drive was staffed by Heart
of America, a group from St Louis.
"Heart of ArOerica recruits people
and they work in conjunction with the
National Bone Marrow Association,"
Jessica Marshall said, Man;hall ,is an
- officer of Circle K International.
Heart of America workers take
blood samples during a drive and send
the samples off to be DNA typed.
After the blood has been typed, it
is put into a computer registry where
doctors across the nati.on can access the

When they find a match, the potential donor is notified and asked if
they are still interested in donating.
Tbey are also checked to make sure that
they"are fit to undergo anesthesia, the

only risk to the donor.
It usually costs $45 to get on the
registry, except f.or minorities who are
free. This year Circle K International"
received federal funding for 100 people
so that the cost was lowered to $22.50.
Circle K registered 30 people this year
and each one has the potential to save a
life by donating.
"Last year 80 people gave, mainly
because one company sponsored their
entire staff and the community got involved," Marshall said.
Marshall is looking to get the community involved again in the next drive.
The gr.oup would have liked to have
seen more community involvement this
year but they were not sure of their
funding and how many people they

could sponsor. They are now planning
on how to get a head start on the fund
raising effort for next year to ensure
they can get a strong IUnt out in the

community.
Tbe members of Circle K Interna-

tional were grateful those who made
the drive possible, the organizations
that donated money, KMNR radio station for the music, Marriot catering who
provided the refreshme nts, and the
Heart of America w.orkers.

UM R cho ir per form s
=========~

. - ' Kelth .Missey
,

Staff Writer

The University of MissouriRolla's UniversitY Ch9ir Orchestra
performed "A German Requiem" by
Johannes Brahms Sunday, April 27,
in Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall.
The concert was free and opeo
to the public: Joel Kramme, assistant professor of music and orches-

tradirector, directed both theorchestra and choir for the performance .
Featured soloists were local
singers, soprano Mickey Gregg and
baritone JeffSandquis~ both of Rolla.
"A German Requiem" (Ein
"Deutches Requiem) was composed "
intermittently during the years 1857·
1859, 1861 and 1866-1868 . Brahms
used "German" in his title to indicate his departure from the Roman
precedent of identifying a requiem
with the customary Catholic mass
for the dead.
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Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.

One will quench your thirst.
_ _The other could set you up for rape.
m.
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Rape is a sad reality. And it can happen
to anyone. Even you.

• At social gatherings, don't accept
open-container drinks from anyone.

When secretly slipped into a beverage,
even a glass of iced tea, sedating
substances can leave anyone vulnerable
to sexual assault. You may not be able
to see it, smell it, or taste it. And you
don't have to be at a bar or club. It
could happen in any social setting.
The tragiC fact is that the reasons for
rape really have nothing to do with
you . It happens only because there
are people who wish to harm.

• If you experience dizziness , extreme
drowsiness, or other sudden and
unexplained symptoms, call
someone you trust. Go to a hospital
emergency room immediately. Try
to retain a sample of the beverage
for testing.

But there are some things that may help
reduce your risk:
• Always keep your beverage in Sight.
• At a bar or club, accept drinks only
from the bartender or server.

If you think you've been sexually
assaulted , call (800)656-HOPE for a
rape crisis center near you, or call the
police immediately. Don't be afraid to
reach out for help. There are tests to
help prove you've been drugged , and a
federal law that can put the rapist in
prison for 20 years .
So please, help reduce your risk.

Watch your drink!
THIS MESSAGE IS PROVIDED BY HOFFMANN·LA ROCHE
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER.

Rod Friedman, owne r of Rebus Inc ..
publisher of the UC Berkeltry WeI/ness
Letter and Johns Hopkins Medical
Letter, has devoted himself to empow·
ering people to change ' the way they
deal with their own health, to give
them enough information to change
their lifestyles.
One year ago , while shaving, the
high-energy, sports enthusiast noticed
what looked like a felt·tip pen gone
astray--on the end of his nose . "I tried
like crazy to scrub it off, " he reo
members. It didn't go away, and the
professional whose personal mission
IS to g ive people .the information to
make good decisions, felt an internal
struggle.
He knew the facts: over 40,000
Americans develop a malignant
melanoma. the deadliest form of skin
cancer. every year. But, he was in
denial. There was no family history
of melanoma-he has dark hair and
olive skin, and experienced "normal'·
sun exposure as a child. "It·s not
like I was a lifeguard or sat around
with a reflector." Then he began
thinking about the advice he gives
to millions of others, "Be aware of
your own body and conscious of
what's going on. Don't be afraid'"
He decided to "practice what [
preach" and made an appointment
with a dermatologist "just to be
safe".
Thank goodness! The black mark on
the tip of his nose was a one· month
old malignant melanoma. After a thor·
ough examination five other suspicious
marks were biopsied-some of which
were malignant as well.
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The good news is that malignant
melanoma . when discovered early has
a high cure rate. The bad news is that
over 7.300 people die each year.
The 49·year old Friedman is optimis·
tic . One year later . he feels great and
is as active as ever. His malignant
melanoma has not recurred. he does
frequent se lf·examinations, and sees
his dermatologist every three months
for a thorough exam. The ~ood news
about skin cancer is that II presents
itself in the most obvious place, unlike
other 'silent killers' like diabetes or
high blood pressure . "Once you be·
come aware of a predisposition to the
disease. you can keep it in check. My
actions got resu lts and I fee l more
empowered and optimistic. I can con·
trol my own destiny, and by working
with my dermatologist. I intend to stay
on top of it ," he said .
He has made some small re-adjust·
ments in his life . For example. instead
of playing tennis at noon. he will play
at three or four in the afternoon. Sun·
screen is part of his routine. and
whenever he' s outside. whether he's
rollerblading to and from work in New
York. ny·fishing or playing roller·
basketball. he's wearing his trademark
white hat. In addition . he keeps him·
self covered at all times .
·'This has been a great lesson for me.
In general , people know the rig ht
things to do. but changing behaviors is
difficult. I feel good that I have been
able to help others to take respon·
sibility for themselves. By practicing
what I preach. I saved my hfe ...
Perhaps Rod Friedman 's story can
help save yours.
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Cammie's Cake and Candy Decoration
OPENING MAY 12
406 S. Bishop
Rolla, MO
364-3667
Birthdays, Novelties, Anniversaries and Weddings

$
There are no small
victories in the fight
against heart disease.

.

~

American Heart . . .
Association..~
Fighting Hearl Disease
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Ih}'press your friends!

Amaze your neighbors!
Be A Magician !

Kee'O eXTRA CASH?

;;;;;:;;:=

$

Like working with people? The Missouri Miner islooking for Advertising Representatives for the Fall '97 semester. Interested persons must be motivated and dedicated. Payment is by commission, so there is no limit to
how much you can earn! There are also many other editor positions that you must have been on the Mi ner Staff
at least two semesters to qualify for. This is a great place
to start. Plus it looks a lot better on your resume than
shelf stocker/janitor! If this sounds like the job for you
call Aimee' Tilling at 34-1-4235.

$
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April 28 - May 16
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Jimbob
Music Reviewer
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Hey folks, me again. Glad to see
everyone is still hanging in there. The
end of the semester is geTting oh so near.
I am sure by now all of you have turned
yourselves into zombies and, to the best
of your ability, tried to stay on track
with studying. Well, I came up with
some 1~as that may help in your studying habits as well as make taking those
dreaded fInals easier.
I) Always crash before I a.m.
2)Alwayscheckyourbedforstraggling books when going to sleep.
3) NEVER drink aone liter of high
caffeine soda before going to bed.
4) Play happy music in the background at a low level. (i.e.: Muppets)
5) Keep asking your roommate if
he/she knows the answer to sample test

answers even if they don't have that
class.
6) Last but not least, keep a healthy
supply of pencils around for thosecracking moments.
If these ideas help you as much as
they help me, then you all should be in
passing shape .... Now to move on with
what this section is supposed to be
framed about, let's dabble into the' reviews.
Jimbob
Scale: I = Suck, 100Awesome
London Suede
Coming Up
Columbia
Alternative
Performance: 6
Sound Quality: 7
The new release from these overseas boys has hit the states and is slowly
working its way up the billboard. Since
the debut of this album to the states in
early April, hits like "Trash" and "Beau-

tiful Ones" 'have been geTting lots of
airplay and video coverage, especially
on MTV's "120 Minutl:s." The album
is a packed release of songs as well as
multimedia clips . The big thing over in
Europe lately seems to be the addi tion of

Turn to page 7 for the
Concert update
the CD-ROM video clips embedded in
the CD. This new idea is gaining a lot of
popularity and seeing bands like London Suede join in is pretty cool.
The 10 hit album covers a variety

WAC: To end or not to end ...
Barbara Baird
WAC Writing
Assistant

lowed by your conclusion. Is there a
progression from beginning to end?
Does your conclusion logically restate
your introduction's thesis, ormain point?
Also, does it restate the main argu-

ments, or points of your paper? Is your
Trying to fIgure out how to end conclusion convincing? Aboveall,does
thinlls is diffIcult for most of us. it tell your reader what you told him/her
Relationships are tough to end, some- in the paper?
Conclusions are notrecommendatimes. Formal speeches demand a
tions. Obviously, recommendations
polite and gracious ending. Papers
often end abruptly because no one is are put in a separate paragraph, and
watching and listening to us as we usually labeled as recommendations.
end them! So, put the pressure on Recommendations are based on theobyourself and conclud~ your paper servations made in the conclusions and
with fmesse. With thanks to the Air , can suggest future investigations and
Force's "Tongue and Quill" hand- studies. Recommendations supply the
book, here is how to do good conclu- solution to the problem, if possible.
Above all, do not end your paper
sions.
with, "The End." You got away with
Test your paper's conclusion
by reading your introduction folthis ending onceortwice in grade school;

it does not work at the college level!
Think of your conclusion as the final
play in a football game. Either punt
or run with it, but do it well! For
those of you who cannot relate to
that image, try this one. Picture
yourself at a party (party being your
paper) and get ready to leave. Do not
forget to thank your hostess and tell
her why you had a good time.
Finally, when thinking about a
good conclusion, I like the KISS Principle ("Keep it simple, stupid!").
Or, as my Norwegian grandma used
to say, "Short and sweet, and home
to eat!" Although that last quote
refers to the dinner prayer, it could
work here. Keep it simple, short and
to the point.
Quip: Proofread your writing to see
if any words out.

BCONSCIOUS: FRE.E. BBQ
, . Student Union Board
,

Source

The Spring Concert will be on Saturday, May 3. Tickets are now on sale
at the UC West ticket window. The
costs are $10 for a UMR student, two
tickets per ID,. and $15 for a public
ticket The show will feature the bands
Radio Iodine, Gravity Kills, and The
Urge. The show will take place at the

MUltipurpose Building with the doors
opening at 6 p.m. and the show starting
at 7 p.m.
The movie for the weekend of
May 2 isHoffa starring Jack Nicholson.
The movie will not be shown on Saturday night due to the concert. The movie
will be shown on Friday night at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. in ME 104.
'
On Wednesday May 7, there will
be an end of the year barbecue. Each
student will be treated to a portion of
free barbecue that afternoon. The barbecue will take place in the mall area near

The Puck. That evening, hypnotist
Mark Pitunan will be performing in UC
East Centennial Hall. Come watch as
people from the audience become hypnotized and do some of the craziest
things in their lives.
ThemoviefortheweekendofMay
9 and 10 is Beavis and Bullhead Do
A"!erica. The movie is a full length
animation of the two morons from MTV
and deals with their adventure as t)ley
travel across the great landscape of the
United States. It will be shown at 7 and
9 p,m, in ME 104.

in songs with selections lik~ "Lazy,"
"By the Sea," and "StarCrazy." The
vocals in all the songs sound the same

Stuck Mojo

Pig Walk
Century Media
RockIRap
Performance: 7
Sound Quality: 8

with that whiny Euro-sound that I personally don't care for, but the back up
vocals and simple guitar rhythms make
the album relatively easy to listen to.
There isn't much complexity in the
album when talking aboutguitarsolosor
vocal acro.batics, but the effects used in
many of the songs is almost ambiant.
Spacy and mellow describes this album's chemistry.
I would suggest that if anyone likes
happy Euro-bubble-gum-ballad sounding songs, then this would defInitely be
amustget I see this album added to the
Chic-Music category (i.e.: Gin Blos-'
soms, Toad the Wet Sprocket), so ifyou
are a fan of that softer alternative music
sound, then add this CD to your collection. Be sure to keep an ear out for these
guys. They are growing ever so popular
andmay soon beheadlining this summer
in a few alternative rock festivals.

The second release from Stuck
Mojo on Century Media's label is growing ever so popular and rocking harder
then ever. The combination of rap with
heavy rock drum and guitar riffs makes
this band one of the most uniquely
styled groups that are growing like wildfIre. The introduction of rap/rock back
in the early 80' s with known bands like
the Beastie Boys and Ice T with Body
Count was only a start. The onslaughtbf
this style of play picked up more notoriety with bands like Biohazard,
Fishbone (whose playing style has also
gotten heavier) and 24-7 Spyz to name
a few. The album has a normal 10 song
selection, but has that little something

See Jlmbob, page 14

IRISH TIMES: ,
97-98 SWEATSHIRT
DESIGN CONTEST
dent, and Secretary, respectively.
It's going to be the 90th annual ~t.
Pat's Celebration and the Committee

Jason Williams

I

SI. Pat's Committee

needs your help. We would like you to
show your pride and artistic ability in
the 1997-98 St. Pat' s Sweatshirt Design

It's that time of the year again
UMR. The trees are blooming, the birds are chirping and @'
~'·1 :'"
the St Pat's Committee has \\
'~, . ,

Contest. For more information
on thecontestandCASHPRlZE
please contact Scott Bierma at
364-5226 or Jason Williams at

"~"""_olli_. Th.~• •~~ 3~7176. w. ~Wd ""'".
execullve board of the St. Pat's'

:;;_., happy to see you stop by our

Committee is Gerry RiChardson, ..
Andy Allel\" Brent
,~'
Osborn and Dale ~~~,
McCarthy. Their offices . , .

'...." U~
' offiCe in the second floor ofUC:, East So, fire up those pencils
.'
and use that imagination to make
the 90th Annual St Pat' s Celebration

are President, Treasurer, Vice Presi-

THE BEST EVER!

Take Note ...
.4 urllCr ,., ••• n

'eal.,es

--May 6. The UMR Spring Film
Festival will conclude with a presentation of MOnlerey Pop. This fIlm
highlights The Monterey International Pop Festival. This festival
was aremarkable composite of some
.o f the most notable and avant-garde
folk-rock talent from America and
England, plus the soul music of Otis
Redding and sitar ragas of Ravi
Shankar. It was to become the Big
Roll
an

extraordinary weekend of now classic performances including Janis
Joplin's Ball and Chain, Jimi
Hendrix'sWildThing,andThe Who's
My Generation.
This fIlm will be presented at 7 p.m.
in Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall
and is free with a valid UMR ID,
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Don't get caught with your pants down
John Johnson
Humor Columnist

Every now and then, I stop and
think: to m yself, "Man, I'm glad that
right now I am not being arrested while
wearing nothing but my underwear."
Weil, actually that 's what I was thinking
last night while watching "COPS" on
TV. For those of you out there that have
never seen "COPS," letmeexplain. Basically, it is a show about people being
arrested in their underwear. 1bereareof
course different variations of this theme.
For example, a show could be about
-A drunk: person being arrested in
their underwear
-A person running away from the
police while in their underwear.
-People standing around wearing

nothing but their underwear watching
other people get arrested in their underwear.
What I don't understand is why
people only commit crimes while in
their skivies. But then again, I haven't
taken a criminal psychology class.
That's why I asked
my friend from
(Motto :
is getting an 'A' in the course. When
inquired about the underwear phenomenon, he explained, "Ion't know. I
haven'tbeen to class in aweek." I'mjust
kidding of course. He hadn't been to
class in well over a month, and he was
only getting a ' B' in the course.
Disclaimer to any University of
Missouri-Columbia readers: Mizzou is
a fme learning instirution and the student body is, by and large; gooder than
other students at other schools.

Then again, while I was growing
up, I did many things that could be
considered illegal and only a couple of
these crimes were committed while in
my underroos. Hmmm, perhaps I should
take a look back.
I spent my early

Willie Pi Wei Yen, which means, "Not
the sharpest knife in the drawer."
Chas' family had a wonderful garage full of power tools, flammable substances, metal spare parts and electrical
gizmos. I have no idea how he had so
much cool sruff in his garage, but it was
there and we never asked questions.
Whatwedidinstead was takefull advantage of the raw destruction found there
and did what we called "rigging." Rig-

ging involved taking things apart, putting things together, and fmding new and
creative ways to be destructive. Chas
had themechanicaIknow-how, (heknew
how to use power tools without hurting
law that I hang out with someone that himself too badly), and I had the brains
would corrupt me. This person for me . (J read ''Popular Mechanics").
was the kid from across the street, Chas
Some of our greatest accomplish-

as a decently behavedkidgrowing
up in the Crime
Capitol of the West, it was mandated by

Yen. His Chinese name was actually Pi
Chan Yen, which means, "Proof that not
all Chinese kids are good at math." He
in tum was corrupted by his older brother

ments included the H. U .RL. (Handheld Unguided Rocket Launcher) and
figuring out how to make a pretty effective fire bomb out of prescription medi-

cine bottle. This is where the illegal
aspects of our work came into play;
with great inventions come testing!
Tes~g usually involved driving
around the neighborhood in his mom's
Carnry launching rockets from the
H.U.RL out of the sun roof and throwing our fire bombs at safe, inert objects
such as schools. ~ere had to be some
law against all of that. But through itall,
we never got caught.
We would spend hours in his garage wearing welding masks scraping
gun powder out of caps with Exacto
knives with his parents in thenextroom.
They would sometimes come out and
watch us. I think: that they were just glad
that, come \0:30 p .m., they knew where
their kid was. He was out back making
bombs. Not every paren'! can say that
about their kid, you know.

See Johnson, page 14

T E(JI-t",i~~1 ities:
Some ri",~ls ti~s
Garett Williams
UMRTECHS

Finals are, once again, upon us.

New Video Releases as of
Tuesday, April 29

Bastard Out of Carolina
Breathing Room
Circuit Breake
Crimetime
Ed's Next Move
Larger Than Life
The Leopard Son
Laoking for Richard
The Preacher's Wife
Secrets and Lies

During this dreaded time of year, many
people feel intimidated and overwhelmed. In fact, many people will
probably pull more "alI-nighters" and
consume more caffeine during fi nals week than during any other
time this semester. Many
ofuswiUevenquestionwhetherornot
wewillsurvivefmals.

so.

1) Think positive. Be optimistic
about your performance during finals.
Tell yourself that you are going to do
well. We can often enhance or suppress
our performance with our mental state,
so be sure to have a positive anirude.
2) Have a plan. It is often very
helpful to manage your time well during

"

a busy time like finals week. Do this by
prioritizing eveything that needs to be
done and by setting target times to have
them done by. A list is a good way to
organize your "plan,"
3) Be .flexible. Be careful not to
schedule things so close that if something goes wrong your entire plan is
ruined. Make use of "buffer"
times. Always schedule more
time than is needed so that
your schedule will bend
rather than break.
4) Take breaks. It
is important to relax
both physically and
mentally. Take time
outto sleep, eat, and enjoy
yourself a little. Breaks serve
to break up the monotony of srudying and help the day to go by faster and
easier, and they also help you to perform. better.
These are just a few basic tips for
handling stress. Everyone handles stress
differently, so it is important to be sure
and do what works'~st for you. Just
remember, you will survive!

5/8
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'Research Symposium Winners

It's a connected world.
Do your share.
For 30 ways to help the envirorunenr, write Earth Share,
3400 huemational Dlive ,Nw, Suite'2K (AD4),
Washington, DC 20008.

Earth Share

. .

Undergraduate
~ Research Symposium

Dr. Walter 1. Galda, Jr. is pleased to
announcethe winnersofthe Undergraduate
Research Symposium held on Wednesday,
April 23, in University Center East
Matthew R. Cox, a Geological Engineering major, placed first in the competition. The titleof his presentation was, '"The

Effectiveness of In-Siru Limestone Treatment of Acid Mine Drainage" and his research was done under the guidaoce of Dr.
PaulSanti.
Christopher Day, a srudent in the
FreshmanEngineeringi'rogram,placedsecond The title of his p-esentation was,
·'DeterrninationofSolarCellEfficiency Based
Upon Polymer Encapsulation Techluques
and Materials." His research wasdoneunder
the guidance of Dr. Harvest Collier.
Dean A. Eckhoff, a srudent in Chemical Engineering, placed third in thecompeti-

tion. 1be title of his presel)tation was,
"Application of the Reference Interaction
Site Model to the Determination of the
Entropic Contribution to the Structure of
Dense Polyatomic.Ruids." His research
was done under the guidaoce of Dr. Dan
Forciniti.

Christin~ M. Collins, a srudent in the

Chemisttydepartrnent, placed fourth. 1be
title of her presentation was, "Oxidative
Stress as a Function of Age in Rat Lenses."
Herresearch wasdcneundertheguidanceof
Dr. Nuran &cal.

The

[
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"My son, Daku, was driving a motorcycle when he was hit by
a car and killed. In the hospital was the most difficult time '
of my ' life. But because we had discussed organ and tissue
donation, it helped me, it helped my family, it helped everyone
~ making the d~cision to donate
his organs and tIssues. Every day
0'
DONATION
I tell people, talk it over. Don't
beillraid," For your free brochure Share your life. Share your decision:
about organ and tissue donation,
call1-800-355-SHARK
~
Coalition on Donation

Student :Hea[th
Summer Care
(]lrogram

Orpan & TIssue

r.tfI

·

:',:':

-'.

; ;' :

12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Thursday Night
11:59 Tune
Special Prices ALL
Night Long
Free T-Shirts
Me. . .• Pramillr "MItII

_b._ra'

" F1Ine61 Club c:unwntly
~mIc

persDnal '11111*$ to join our

.ap8lldlne team. Company
require. I 4 yr. degee In

For more information call 341-4284
http://www.uinr.edu/-umrshs

.

·~

Students who are staying in
the 1W{{a area ana not taking
cfasses this summer may yay
the Student J{eaCth :Fee &
receive care at Student
J{eaCth.
The Fee of S30 must be paid bv June 13
at the Cashiers Window in DCW

"

EJcen:ise Science or I

related field, National

certIIica1Ion preferred,
~lIent compensation
" beneflta packaee and
career opportunl\y,

Cont<lcl M,.

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES &
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

W~nn E= Dt1·.,~ .

Q rho Sports Club.

1\1cmphls. Til. 7633265.
01 fo, 763·3297

F.A.l.UOU'S B~R.XTOS
11:30-2:00

,-
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Hazard~Waste

O~atiollS &

Graduating or Going on Co-Op?
Don't Mi ss Out!
Subscribe now to the Missouri Miner!

.

E~~~~~~r30~fo~~.se
University

Semester long subscription (15 issues) only $15
Name:
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ State:
_ _ _ Zip Code:_ __
City:

OfMjZ;;~;t. Louis

For personnel Involved with:
• Superfund cleanup sites • Voluntary cleanup sites· RCRA permitted hazardous waste facil ities (TSDFs) • Cleaning up contaminated
TSDFs • Emergency response· Hazardous spill response teams
Some of the topics covered:
• OSHA Hazard Communication • Marldng, labeling, & Placarding·
Safe Work Practices· Response to Fires & Spills· Contingency Plans
• Cleanup Sites/Emergency Response· Personal Protective Equipment • Site Control· Air & Personal Monitoring· Respiratory
Protection Program· Decontamination

Call (314) 51 6-6912

'THE

CROSSROADS
MDA is where
help and hope
meet for people
with neuromuscular
diseases.
'MDR"

Center for Science & Technology
Continuing Education & Outreach

rl'I

Muscular Dystrophy Association

Check which subscription you prefer
1997 Fall Semester
$15 .00 _ __
1998 Winter Semester
$15.00 _ __
1997-98 Academic Year
$27 .50 _ __
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Make all checks payable to the Missouri Miner.
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Thanks for your support!
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Return this form and your check to:
Missouri Miner
Attn: Business Manager
103A Norwood Hall
University of Missouri
Rolla, MO 65401

1-800-572-1717
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TIRED OF DORM ' LIFE?
The Brechmacher House in converting to a
student/residential facility for Christian women

• Private and Semi-Private Rooms
• 3 Bathrooms • Kitchen • Living Room • Dining Room • Full Basement
• Rent includes utilities, laundry facilities and basic cable in common areas

ALL THIS FOR LESS THAN THE DORMS!

Call 364-4431
or come by and check us out at 609 West 9th Street across from the Quad

Now accepting applications for '97-98 school year

-

Miner!
only $Is

--

r--d;--

Baseball to compete
in MIAA Chapionship
Jim Duvaleus
Staff Writer

After winning its pool in the MidAmerica Athletic Association
Tournament, The University of
Missouri-Rolla Baseball team will
compete in the MlAA Championship
series this Saturday May 3. 1997 at I
p.~. in Topeka, Kansas.
The tournament didn't start so
well for the UMR team, however. In
their first game on Friday, the sixth
seeded Miners took on number three
Emporia State and lost 9-2. Emporia
State pitcher Steve Kelly held UMR
to three hits and one earned run over
seven innings of work, while the
Hornets' four and five hitters, Steve
Clairborne and Jeremy Barlet, went a
. combined four for eighth with 'a
homerun and five RBI's. Kevin Hill
took the loss for the Miners, giving up
six earned runs in four and one-third
innings pitched. The loss sent UMR
to play Northwest Missouri later the
same day in a game to see which team
would be eliminated from the
tournament. .
The Miners started scoring early
against Northwest Missouri. They put
four runs on the board in the second
inning of the game against Northwest
Missouri to take a 4-0 lead, They
would follow with another four run
inning in th!, fifth to .put them up 8-0
on their way to defeating Northwest
by a final of 114. Tom Winkelman
pitched the complete game victory for

.~

the Miners. He surrendered three
earned runs on seven hits and two
walks over nine innings, pitching
around six UMR errors in the field.
And Todd Rastorfer cam through for
the Miners at the plate going 3-5 with
two doubles, two RBI's and three runs
scored The loss eliminated Northwest
Missouri from the tournament, and the
victory allowed the Miners to go on
and face Emporia State the next day.
The Miners scored first in their
second outing against Emporia State,
plating one run in the fIrSt. Emporia
State would tie the game in the sixth,
but UMR 's starting right fielder Andy
Dial hit a base-clearing double in the
bottom of the inning to put his team
back ahead by three. That lead would
prove to be enough for the Miners
thanks to four-hit baseball by UMR
pitchers Randy Root and Mike
Williams, as the Miners went on to win .
4-2. The loss by Emporia State
eliminated them from the conference
tournament and UMR would go on to
face Pittsburgh State later in the day.
That game saw Pittsburgh State
jump oil top first with four runs in the
fIrSt inning off of UMR starter Scott
Hopper. UMR battled back, however,
and by the end of the ihird held a 64
lead. The Miners added four more
runs in the sixth, and exploded for 10
runs in the bottom of the seventh to
put the 'game well out of reach for
Pittsburgh State. The final score was
20-9. The Miners starting shortstop
VlJlCe Como had one of the Miner's
many good offensive performances,

see Baseball, page 15

Go'l,fplays
in Best Ball
invitational
Gina Godat
Staff Writer

On April 28-29 the Miner Golf
Team will compete in the MIAA
Championships. The matches will be
held at the Tan-Tar-A golf course
located at Osage Beach, MO. They are
currently ranked sixth out of nine
teams in the conference. The UMR
Best Ball Tournament was held on
April 25-26 at Oak Meadow Country
Club here in Rolla The Miners took
second place in the four team
tournament. The Universiry of
Missouri-St. Louis took first; Lincoln,
third; and Southwest Baptist, fourth.
~!I!!!~~ On the first day of the tournament, Bill
Miner golfer, Brian Panka, putts at the 18th hole In
Best Kuess and Jeff Doubavra had a 68, the
Ball Invitational which was held Saturday April 26, at the Oak best score for the Miners. Brian Panka
and Mark Winschel shot a combined
Medows Country Club In Rolla.
69; Andy Laegler and Charles Smith,
a 70. The second day, the turnout was
different. Panka and Winschel shot the
Baptist, 6-1,6-1, in flight one of the best of the three duos. They had a
tournament. In flight two, Steve Kadyk combined score of 66. Laegler and
Gina Godat
of UMR defeated ' Cole Haynes of Smith shot a 71; Kuess and Doubavra,
Staff Writer
Truman State, 6-3, 6-3. Jeff a 75. UMR finished with a score of
Borengasser of Truman Sate defeated 419 for the tom:nament, only one stroke
Chris Brannan of UMR in flight three, behind the first place UMSL. Lincoln
The 1997 MlAA Men's Tennis 7-6,6-1. In Flight four, Nathan Talley finished with a432; Southwest Baptist,
Championships were held at the of Truman State defeated Matt Hamlin with a 469.
Cooper Tennis Complex located in of UMR, 6-3,6-2. Shawn Siegele of
The
Lincoln
University
Springfield, MO, on April 24-26. Truman defeated W1l1 Zung of UMR Invitational Golf Tournament was held
UMR finished last in the six team in flight five, 2-6, 6-2, 7-5. In flight on April 21-22, at the Eagle Knoll Golf
tournament.
six, Matt Balvan of UMR defeated . Club. At the end of the first round of
On April 24, Sergio Esteban was
see Golf, page 15
see TenniS, page 15
defeated by Russell Vost of Southwest

Tennis last in championships

Softball season ends
Miner Match-up

\l.

Josepb McLaIn
Staff Writer

MJAA Championships
UMR vs. CMSU

, The UMR Lady Miner softball
team was scheduled to play a makeup double-header against Columbia
College Mon., Apr. 28 and a reguiarly
scheduled dOl!ble-header against SIUEdwardsville to wrap up ' their
accomplished 1997 season. Results
were not available at press time,
Coach Burwell said, "They
[Columbia College) are an excellent
MlAA program,
Both teams
[Columbia and SlUE) are strong
teams." The Lady Miners -had played
Columbia before and lost a close game.
Also, with these games the Lady

Miners have a chance at becoming the
firSt softball team in UMR history to
have a 30 win season. Coach Burwell
also thinks that it could possibly be the
best team ever at UMR. Coach
Burwell said, "I'm fairly satisfied with
[the season), I think that there are
times during the season that we didn't
play up to our ability; but I guess all
coaches probably feel that way unless
your undefeated. The ind'i vidual
records we set this year are a highlight
as well ~ !lie team winning, Rebecca
Alt set the school and conference stolen
bases records. In the last national stat
thai came out she ranked second in the
nation in stolen bases. She also set a
UMR record for hits in a season. There
are a lot of things to be proud of."
The team had 29 wins going into
Monday's double-header.
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 TOTALS

Sergio Esteban

9-8 --- --- -- -- --- 9-8

Steve Kadyk

-- 9-7 --- -- --- --- 9-7

Chris Brannan
Matt Hamlin

--- 5-10

Will Zung
Matt Balven

10-610-6

....

Junior c
the runs for

Miner recon
the Miners i

leads the Ie<

with a sease
#2#3 TOTALS
Sergio
Chris Rr",nn:.. nfWIII

1-010-6 -- 11-6

Matt Hamlin/Matt Balven

--- 1-0 12-6 13-6

Track to compete in MIAA
conference championships
Joseph McLain
Staff Writer

April 25 at Emporia, Kan. (MIAA Tournament)
Miners
000 001 001--2 5 1
Emporia State
10Q 160 01x--9 10 0
LP: Kevin Hili (1-4)
Miners
040040012--11 166
Northwest Missouri
010000021-4 72
WP: Tom Winkelman (5-2)
April 26 at Emporia, Kan. (MIAA Tournament)
000 001 100-2 4 1
Emporia State
Miners
100 003 oox--4 63
WP: Randy Root (3-1) S: Mike Williams (1)
Pittsburg State
400 000 050 -- 9 11 2
Miners
024004 (10)Ox--20 191
WP: Scott Hopper (3-2)
.
April 27 at Emporia, Kan. (MIAA Tournament)
200 001 000--3 7 4
Pittsburg State
Miners
310 100 oox-5 9 1
WP: Tim Rhodes (5-3) S: Mike Williams (2)

This upcoming Sat, May 3 - Sun .•
May 4 the UMR Miner track team will
travel to Emporia. Kan. For the MlAA
Championships at 11 :00 a.m.
So far this week the track team
has competed in the MlAA Hep/Dec
which was. on Mon., Apr. 28 but the
results were not available at press time.
Previously, during the weekend of
SaL, Apr. 26 . Sun., Apr. 27 the track
team ran in the SIU-Edwa~dsville
Twilight in Edwardsville, Ill. There,
both the Lady Miners and the Miners
ran well. Jim Younee set a mark of
44'.01.00" in the men 's shot pul, good
enough for third place , and Marc
McManus came in ftfth in the same
event Marc McManus also threw for
a distanee of 123'08.00" in the Discus
throw to plaee sixth. Among the first
.place finishers
were Jamie
Brueggeman and Brian Gorman,
winning the high jump and javelin
throw respectively. Gorman was apart
of a trio of Miners who took the top
three spots in the javelin throw.
McManus and Younce were the second

and third place finishers. In the men's
110 meter high hurdles, Miner Mike
Weinkauf took third with a time of
15 .12 seconds . Damien Johnson
claimed fourth place for the Miners in
the highly contested 800 meter run, and
Ben Mulvaney also took fourth for the
Miners in the 5,000 meter run. The'
Miner relay tearn also did w,ell taking
fourth with a time of 3:25.12.
The Lady Miners also did well.
Alicia Klusmeyer took ftfth in the
discus throw with a distance of
911'06.00". She also tied for first in
the javelin throw with a mark of
99' 11.00". Abigail Knapp placed first
in the women's triple jump for the Lady
Miners. Debra Leonard and Alison
Hanson fll)ished fourth and seventh,
respectively in the 200 meter dash and
also fifth and sixth in the 400 meter
dash. Robin Paarlberg claimed third
for the Lady Miners in the 400 meter
hurdles. Tracy Jones made a great
performance taking second in both the
800 meter run and the 1,500 meter run.
In the 3,000 meter run Sheryl Ziccardi
took third. In the women's 5,000 meter
run Sheryl Lentz and Serena Jagtiani
fmished second and third respectively
for the Lady Miners to cap off their
performance at the SIUE Twilight
meet.

Brian C
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Missouri Miner Athlete of the Year Nominees
Miners

Lady Miners
Natalie Sanders

Tim Holloway

with 88, and he
for a career. His

and career goals.

the Miners to a

Matt Bryant
Miner basketball
in blocked shots

'96-'97 season.
and 12.9 points
with a

'C"'VIII;,"",,~,"

Heather Hartman

Becca Alt

Ben Mulvaney

........,.. -.:: . ~': ~~~$:,.

Becca Alt, a jl}/lior outf}$~'\i$ our first Lady
~< ,

..

. --: ~-:-"" '" .~. ,. ! ~

Miner softball ngiijinee. Bi'l.~'s. qil~~leflexes have
. ,'V
.,. . . -,.:. ,' , " '-"'xgiven her the Mi ' , nfei
,stOlehb'ase record for
~
..
'.,.,,-..i,"" ..,:' :,::::~, %
both a season '
, 'ehtl
e is leading
the Lady Mine

, hits with 73

Sheri ,Lentz
country runner, came

Academic

"-lI,-rlJIIICI

Angie Bax

David Nurre
a great asset to the Miner
distance frees tyler,
200-, 500-, 1000- and

Angie

Bax"a·~{;j:;;;~~k.~~~d outfielder, is our'

second LadY;!:f~erso~~Jij()~~~Bax was second
in batting
with .373

a{e~e f9rt!$J#i~g~~ as of April 19,
ali' <" ird
:m~ms - ," , 1 ax had an ERA
~ ~.<,",' "-.: ;~..;~~~~~

, ~~~
of 3.06, and t

)i~ ~.6P

~:I'~,,.<': ":" ..... ,~

Layout and text by Sean Ellis, staff writer, and Jonathan
Erdman, assistant sports editor.
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KING CROSSWORD

31 Cupid's
. fone
32 AnalOmical
duct
33 Entrealy
34 Zilch
35 Predicament

36 Scoffs
37 "Mission:
Impossible:
star (TV)
39 Meadow
40 Actress
Lupino
41 Houdini's
specialty
45 Vacillation
48 Apprecialive
50 Croupier's
tool

entry
8 Writer
Janowitz
12Moogai pan
13 With 14
Across,
meet
15 Elegant ·
17 Pb
18Mum
19 Delivery
co.
21 Sot's woe
22A, B, C,
et al.
26 Half a '60s
quanet
29 Author
Buscaglia
30 Prior night

51 Simplicity
52 Branch
53 Admining
CUSlOmers
54 Stan a
garden
55 Old Olds

DOWN

I Future
phalaropes
2 Spelling of
... ..90210 ..
3 Brat's
Christmas
gift
4 Perfumery
creations
5 SoHo
housing
6 Ostrich's
cousin
7 Floods
8 Oklahoma

ciiy
9 Mimic
10 Extinct
New
Zealander
II Moreover
16 Chest
material
20 Paid player
23 Take out
of context?
24 At any time
25 The Red
and the
Black
26 Throe
27 Muslim
bigwig
28 Negri of
silents
29 Negligent
32 Appearances

witticisms
38 Prancer's
yokemate
39 Flat paper?
42 Place of
worship
43 100
percent
44 Boy in
Dagwood's
neighborhood
45 Back
46 Yclu can't
stand
having one
47 Guitar's
kin
49 "Norma-"

This Week in History--AprilJO, 1789, George Washington was inaugurated
president at Federal Hall in New York City, then the capital .of the United
States ... May 4, 1988, in a rush to meet this day's deadline for amnesty, nearly
1.4 million illegal aliens make their applications

Copyright 1997
King Features Syndicate
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...yOL

Kathy,
Get psyched for NACURH '97!!!
Ditch the gold-plated! You need to
go for the realthing!~Diane
. Sparky,
One word: Syrup.
Kappa ChiOnly a few more weeks to go'! Stay Diane,
strong and keep kickin it!- Candice
W!! were sunnin '! Thanks for the
talks .....:.J
Big Mike, Jason, & Kev"e-ker,
. RHA,
It hurts right here!-???
Thanks for a great year! It' s been
W .M .
a lotoffun and I'll never forget it Yo u
. Which would you rather have . guys are awesome!-Joella
Cheerios or Tootsie Rolls??
Diane;
ME
We need new lists!! Forget the old,
Seth's a dork.
let's win the gold!
Keith,
Ho\,, ' s your fiance?-The C'lncrete Crowd
Don'tmilkeplanswithChris! He'lljust
ditch you!

Paging Chris! Chris, you left something
behind.
Keep S milin, Altman 6! I'm proud pf
the way you are handling things.-Jo n

Ferrar 3- You guys are great The picnic
was awesome and I'll f\ever forget what
a wonderful year this has been.
Thanks for everything ..
-Anne:)

Potzmann,
Shut the _ _ up!- The Freak

To the men of KAY,
C-O-N-G-R-A-T -U-L-A-T-I-ON-S- L-Boogy

BABY~

Congratualtion on being initiated Jen
and Cheri!
ZLAM, YBBS, and YBBC

Congrats to our NI!!
Crystal and Andrea!
AOT,
YFE

Congrats to those Preity Boyz. (Kappa
Alpha Psi) Too bad they all ain't preny.
F.Q.L.

Kim,
r m going to miss you!
AOT,

PT, Cuny, Goldy, Butts,
A1GHT .. . LE-

WTH,
Thanks for the ride!
LM '

Boogy

YLS

Wakeman,
Why does our house look dumb?
Why are there cones on top? Why do
you pick on us?- A random Zeta

Martha,
You are the coolest!
AOT,

R

Reipe,
Got any trash bags?

enc

Monica,
Still stuck on I?
TA.H.

Leigh,
I'm so excited for you! By the
way, can I borrow' your car on Saturday?- Lesley'

Cathy,
Congrats on getting all your classes in
only one .try!! ! .
A OT,

Congrats N at on Captain! We are going
to have a great next semester!
Teresa

R
Teresa,
Where did your pants go?
Amber,
Congratulations!-ZLAM-YBBS

Laurianne,

R

Karolynn,
. good luck at med school, and don't forge t
DOE, Good luck next year, I will miss to visit.
you all. Take care of my boys!
AOT
Love,
M.P.
Cranmer
Keep your chin up, it can't rain forever.
Teresa & Stewan,
YF-in-B.
How about we grab our stuff and
thro'w it in the back of Teresa's car and Congrats Kara
go to Denny's!- Kelly
YBBBBS Loves you
Congratulations to our new I's:
Kari, Kara, Amber, Cheri, Jen! We
love you guys! - ZLAM- Your Zeta
Sisters

Billy,
Wee'rree Baacckk!!!

Good luck ai grad school, we'll miss ya!
AOT,

SigmaPiisAwesome '

X-Man,
Please don't zap me with your
lasers!!!-Boogy

KAY DEE has the BEST goalie!!!
CONGRATULATIONS CAROL!!Quad Staff.

Fruit Loop,
Here's to a new beginning.- NEC

Kathy, Champion of the M. Fest!

So, how was Arby's, Pete???
And for the 3rd year in a row, the L TL
Award goes to ...

Ker Lyles,
Why did you kill those ....- Lil Sis

Iceberg,
Did the LA.P.D let you out of jail
yet?
rheCrew

The Gossipers
BridgetC.
No matter what we say, we still l ove
you!
ZLAM, S &R

~

Rev.

Turn the corner.........
Squeeekkk!! !

us

.. '

Zeta Tau Awesome!
Tinman,
Blow you horn!!!!
BEEP!! BEEP!!
US

see Gossip, page 14
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THAT'S JAKE
by Jake Vest

You may

be

a

redneck golfer

DAVE

if. ~ .

by David Miller

'IJ~EII Yoo'RE l'LA~ INt; (>,14 ()AAKbE
Mtl ~P.NET
~1.l(I\00T

BAll Wlil\ A

FISI\I~'

\.o(:,(),

LuRE

you

\»M'1 \\AIJt' TO
\'-lORRY /\SOUT

f'(lMKItH) IT f~
\ DENT! F\C~iICNI

11997

,Syndicate

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

page 14 .

mm~--~~=-~~~-----------,

... you have a ball in your bag that's every color
in the rainbow except white.

being initialed Jot

,and ¥HBC

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

'relly Boyz. (Kappa

llheyall ain'lpreny.

F.Q.L.

"Good news!

We got that
$100 million shoe
endorsement contract!"

s1

TM

aptain!Weare going
llsemester!

Teresa

--

a !!!
TheGossipers

"And another thing! Stop
yelling 'Ol,lch' every time
you get hit!"

¥. say, we still love

--

[

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

........

----------

1?lli@

us

.2).@~@llil

net

Jrn!!!!
:Pi!

US

GoSSiP,pa

ge 14

llOO4 .
"Your mother tells me
you've been whistling at
girls on the street. Any
luck?"

~IfJ@)1

~lliru~D~

-

_I~
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Library

from page1

movement oflibrary staff offices to the
study rooms on the third floor. Reference help and the electronic reference
resources will be moved to the third
floor along with some of the multimedia stations and the microfilm reader!
printers. Moving the map collection,
currently located in the northeast corner of the third floor, to the ground floor
will help make room for the transfer of
personnel and equipment to the third
floor.
According to Eisenman, relocation
of the map collection will be permanent and one of the biggest changes to
library layout. The map relocation will
necessitate the removal of the lockers
and study tables that are currently located near the vending machines on the
groundfl~
Eisenman said the move is necessary for rwo reasons. First, the maps
are very heavy and are currently located on the part of the third floor that
juts out beyond the narrower base of
the building. Also, the heating elements
in the floor of the third floor are drying
out the map collection, some of which
are very old and irreplaceable.
One of the most drastic changes
associated with the renovation stems
from compliance with the ADA. This
act mandates that the spaces between
shelving must be at least 42 inches wide
to allow wheelchair access. Currently
the spacing ranges from 32 to 36 inches.
Eisenman said because of the columns

Solutions

Jimbob

from page 5

on each hit that is sure to fill that hanker
in the library, requires increasing row longer, wider and brighter and should for a hunk of coolness.
spacing to 44 inches. This new spac- help when reading the call numbers of
The vocal style of frontman Bonz
ing will translate into losing one row of books on the lower shelves." While is similar to that of Cypress Hill, but
books for every five now in the library. the ceilings are down, a sprinkler sys- with snippity lyrics and a presence that
The library staff will select the tem will be installed throughout the li- is all that. The title track, "Pigwalk," is
books to be pulled this summer. The brary. '
a fast heavy guitar groove infected unit
Another complaint that the reno- of radicalness. The heavily backed vobooks will then be transferred to a storage building currently being constructed vation will address is the noise level in cals of Rich W ardin every song with his
in Columbia. Although the books to be the library. Eisenman said that much gritty, raspy voice accompanies Bonz's
put in storage will be selected based on of the noise problem on the second floor voice that just builds up this monster of
frequency of use, Eisenman said that is from first floor noise drifting up over an album. There are alotofeffects on the
even volumes from storage will be ac- the balcony. To help minimize this ef- album, but not enough to take away from
cessible within 36 to 48 hours. She fect, the renovation will push the cir- the raw-like sound of these guys.
also noted that articles could often be culation desk' back from the door so the
I had to listen to this album at least
sent electronically which wou ld pro- first floor ceiling can help block some a dozen tim!,s to really pick a favorite
of the noise. Carpeting of the first and track. The choice was difficult, as it is
vide for quicker access.
Included in the renovation budget second floors is also scheduled. "We with many of the albums that I review.
is modular furniture for the study areas would also like to find extra money to The titled song "Pigwalk" and "Viothroughout the library. According to . put carpet on all floors while the ·con- lated" were tied for the number one spot.
Eisenman, at least some of this f'urni- tractors are here and the shelve.s are
ture will be "wired" to allow for elec- moved. n Eisenman said.
In addition to these changes,
tric and computer hookups. Modular
I'm convinced that we would have
furniture will also be placed in the large Eisenman hopes to make more of the
study rooms on the second floor. study rooms on third floor available to become Southern California's youngest
Eisenman hopes that the mobility and students. Currently, many of these and most feared terrorists given enough
versatility of this furniture will allow rooms are occupied by faculty offices. time. Oh yeah, and if Chas hadn 't shot
greater flexibility in the use of those Eisenman feels that by replacing the me.
You see, one of our little rigging
rooms. She said that the furniture could furniture in these rooms they will betbe arranged to make the room anything ter accommodate larger groups, thereby accomplishments included figuring out
from a class room to a conference room keeping noise from group study out of how to make our bee-bee guns more
other areas of the library.
powerful. We had the most feared
to a reception room.
"We ask people to be patient and Daisy rifles in our neighborhood So one
To deal with the dark spots that
have been on student and faculty com- understanding while we go though this day while sitting around trying to think
plaint lists for some time, the lighting difficult time, " Eisenman said. "I think of new and creative ways to be destrucwill be replaced. "One of the big jobs once we're through it, the pain and an- tive, Chas decided to skip the thinking
will be tearing oui all the ceilings, guish will be worth it."
part, point his custom bird annihilator at
my chest and pull the trigger. It was
Eisenman said. "The new lights will be
actually supposed to be a joke since

RA K E
P EN

o

EA 5 E
S E EO

like it.
Anyhow, the album is way awesome and needs to be picked up. These
guys do some serious ass-kickin on the
album as inco!1cerL I was lucky enough
to check them out a few years back in St.
Louis with Machine Head. I can't wait
'til these guys tour again, and when they
do, Lor? help us .
Jimbob
P.S. This is REAL Mosh Hard unlike
that Urge bunk.

1 CoUCH
1 STATIONARY CHAIR
1 CHAIR THAT ROCKS

-Au.. 3 PIEcEs ARE A
MATCHED SET

Where did you parlt your car? By
the Window or the Door????

S8tRDeep it in closed doors

LO

-WILL"THROW IN INTEREST

Southside Shoppers World·364-0006

IT'S NOT WHAT WE Do. IT'S ~ WE Do Ir "
u PS Autl'la\Zed ShcJOII"'9 OJtIet MeSUlCtlOnS may aoory, Eacn Maol Boxes cl~ Center
~ ana ooer.lled trancr.se. 01995 MaIlBoxes Ere

"$

an lI'IOeOef'lOentrv

from page 12
1913,

ZTA ROCKS!!!

F.B.8tQ.B.

p.o.
The Citizenz

. pocket?
The Crew

FREE WITH SET

341-5934

OR

series.

In th
PittSburgh
right away
pair of run
twO bits,
fielder'S

inthe~tID

part to tw
E~enbath.

runs in the
give them
ltwou
sixth when
10 close thl
by Mike V
one run in t

Tenni

MarHiterc

7·5. In dou"
24th, UMR
malches. E:
Obettop-Th,
9·7, in flig

Borengass,
defeated Bra
Hamlin def
Empori~ 84
Thene)
was played
defeated J
C<)nsolationl

SantiagoGir
J, in flight I

Get

L.B.

~

Do ybu still have Hen in your back

-BEST OFFER
CALL KATIlLEEN AT

jnningspit

ofthelD ur
and the 1\1
meet again
would ma

NocthwestM

Devistating or Devastating?
Which one is it?

. Can we all just get along?

ING "MUSHROOM" FOOTSTOOL FOR

was S(j)tt
earned rUn

NocthwestM

Q.B.

ROLLA

good daY
double, 1\1
fourflUlS S

rrmm

-Wru..ING TO TRANSPORT IN

The Cramming Btgins!

Editor'sNote: Theconlenlsofthis
column and ofany column inTheMiner,
do not reflect the views of The Miner
Board or the Administration ofUMR.

Whae u at? On the 4th floor?

-WOOD TRIMMED

three run

basefllart

D.
Them

Having trouble getting "our srulf home from l"Ollege~ l.et Mail Boxes Etc' pack
and ship it for you.
From computer.; and stereos 10 boxes of books a ld fumirure. Mail Boxes Etc.
handles vour shipmenrs with care. MBE can pack .ind ship JUSt about anything.

thing to eat.
Apparently Chas thought that I
was playing around. The blood running
down my chest was proof enough for
Steve, my other friend who was present
at the time. Instead of helping his fallen
friend, he freaked out and tried to come
up with a story about how it happened.
He started running around screaming,
"Oh my god! Just tell your dad it was
adrive-by. Yeah thats it, a drive-by. Oh
my god!"
They .eventually built up enough
courage to tell my father the truth so he
could take me to the hospital. I, on the
other hand, decided to pass OUL Let this
be a lesson to all of you kids OUt there.
Don 't be a statistic. If you are going to
allow your friend to shoot you, do it like
Chas and I: fully clothed. It really makes
a difference!

YR-A

FOR SAW:

BaSe

.:..--going four

resJXlnded

from page 6
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ARM
REO

Nancy,
. Still having trouble talking?

MAILBtJXES IITC.'

The song, "Violated," has killer guitar
riffs and as does "Pigwalk" with that
drum and guitar lone combination stomp
around sound. There are some screaming vocals in '~Violated" that seem quite
similar to that of Karyn Crisis from the
band Crisis. No credits were given, so
I can 'tsayitwasher, but it sure sounded

Johnson

frompage12 there wasn't supposed to be a round
- ' ' - ' - - ' - - . . . . . . : . . - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - chambered. I found out the truth the
hard way as 1 suddenly found out what
T A MA
ETC
S L EO
all those pigeons had felt before: shear,
Hocus Focus Solutions
UP ON
GOO
CO ME
mind-numbing pain. As I was lying on
GR AC E F U L
L E A 0
UPS
S I L E NT
I) Shrubbery is shorter.
the floor of his garage in a ·semi-cono T S GR A 0 E S
2) Shirt is shorter.
scious state, Chas did what any person
LEO
EVE
PA PAS
V A S
P L EA
AM OR
3) Collar is different.
would do after shooting their best friend.
F I X
NIL
J E E R S
4) Fence is shorter.
He walked into his kitchen to find someLEA
G R A V E S
5) Cap is reversed.
lOA
ES CA P E
F L U X
GR AT E F U L
6) Ears are different,

II'

~
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Hell slayerY our car runs better without the parking
brake on.

YBR

Bridget & ToddWhy was my car seat back so far, did
someone drive it???
ZLAM-Teresa
F.B .
Who you hiding from????
CMC???
--Q.B. & L.B.

E-MAIL AT ritchey@umr.edu

........
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:ked up. These
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; lucky enough

'<arsbackinSl

III. I can't wait
,and when they

Tunbob
Ish Hard unlike

--
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Baseball
going four for four with three doubles,
three runs, and five RBI's. First
baseman Keith Eisenbath also had a
good day, going two for three with a
double, two walks, three RJII's and
four runs scored. The winning pitcher
was Scott Hopper, who allowed five
earned runs over seven and two-thirds
innings pitched The loss was the first
of the tournament for Pittsburgh state,
and the two teams were scheduled to
meet again on Sunday to decide who
would make it to the championship
series.
In the second game against
Pittsburgh State both teams got started
right away. Pittsburgh State scored a
pair of runs in the top of the first on
two hits, an error, a sacrifice and a
fielder's choice.
The Miners
responded with three runs of their own
in the'bottom of the inning, thanks in
part to two RBI's on a single by
Eisenbath. The Miners scored single
runs in the second and the foUrth to
give them a 5-2 lead.
It would remain that way until the
sixth when Pittsburgh State threatened
to close the gap, but solid relief work
by Mike Williams held them to just
one run in the inning making the score

from page 9
5·3, and that is how it would end. Tim
Rhodes was the winning pitcher for
UMR, he went five innings allowing
two earned runs on three hits and two
walks, with Williams picking up the
save on four innings of scoreless
basebalL The win advances UMR to
the championship series
be played
next weekend against Central
Missouri.
UMR baseball coach Travis
Boulware had a lot of praise for his
club after their performance so far in
the tournamenL "[Winning) has been
somewhat unexpected, but we knew
if we got by the first game that our
pitching depth could carry us. We have
more pitching than anyone in the
conference. We realized after that first
game that they were low on pitching
and that we would be in better shape.
We played with confidence andJots of
guys produced who hadn't before.
Vmce Como had an incredible day in
the 20-9 game, and Andy Dial has had
numerous hits in the tournament.
Eisenbath has also had numerous hits
and. senior captain Mike Williams has
really stepped up and pitched welL
Our pitching was just fantastic, you
can't ask for any better. [Tun) Rhodes

to

had lost to Pitt State earlier in season
24 to something, but he went out there
with confidence and pitched welL
Randy Root's a true freshman and beat
Emporia S tate dealing with a lot of
freshman pressure. Pitching has kept
us in every game."
As for the upcoming game against
Central Missouri, coach Boulware had
this to say: "Our kids think they can
beat them and that's all that matters.
We're going to throw the same pitchers
we threw last time we beat them, and
we'll be at full strengtlf with. a lot of
confidence and momentum."
The coach also commented on the
leaders of this year's team. "Pitching
has really kept us in every ball game our hitting has been sporadic. Mike
Williams has been awesome. He 's
batting .350 behind the plate, he's gone
from zero career homeruns to four in
one season, and he's been our closer.
Hopper at short has done a great job
defensively; we have the best defense
in the league and it all starts at
shortstop. And Matt Bryant has done
a great job, he's played good defense
and hit eight homeruns. He's one of
the greatest leaders I've ever seen since
I've been here at UMR."

Tennis
Mark Liter of Southwest Baptis~ 6-1,
7-5 . In doubles competition on the
24th, UMR won two of its three
matches. Esteban-Kadyk defeated
Obertop-Thekes of Southwest Baptist,
9-7, in flight one. In flight two,
Borengasser-Siegele of Truman,
defeated Brannan-Zung, 8-1. BalvenHamlin defeated Butler-Hartle of
Emporia, 8-4, in flight three.
The next round of the tournament
was played on April 25. Esteban
defeated Jony Leitenbauer of
Northwest Missouri in flight one of the
consolation bracke~"8-5. Kadyk lost to
Santiago Giraldo of Washburn, 6-1, 63, in flight two. Brant Bermudex of
Northwest Missouri defeated Brannan,
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from page 9
8-1, in the consolation bracket of flight
three. Brandon McNeal of Emporia
defeated Hamlin, 8-3, in the
consolation bracket of flight four. Joe
Hartle of Emporia defeated Zung in the
consolation bracket of flight five, 8-2.
Trystan Cook of Northwest Missouri
defeated Balven, 6-2, 6-2. In doubles
competition, Esteban-Kadyk lost to
Haynes-Lazinski of Truman, 9-8, and
lost again to Bermudez-Lazarte of
Northwest Missouri, 8-5. In flight two,
Austermann-Yost of Southwest Baptist
defeated Brannan-Zung, 8-3. In flight
three, Crook-Ramirez of Northwest
Missouri defeated Balven-Hamli!l, 82. Balven Hamlin then defeated Liter-

McKinley of Southwest Baptis~ 9-8.
The fmals were held on April 26.
J esse Sherer of Washburn defeated
Esteban, 8-3, in the flight one
consolation finals. Matt Saabye of
Truman State defeated Balven, 8-6, in
the flight six consolation finals.
Saabye-Talley of Truman defeated
Balven-Hamlin, 8-6, in the doubles
flight three consolation final.
Northwest Missouri took first
place in the tournament with 63,
Washburn took second with 60,
Southwest Baptist held third with 35,
Truman State fmished fourth with 30,
Emporia State fmished fifth with 10,
and UMR finished sixth with 9.

Golf

from page 9

the tournamen~ the Miners held eighth
place with a score of 328. Missouri
Western was in first place with a score
of 309. Individually, Kuess shot a 76,
the best score for the Miners. Panka
followed with an 82. Laegler shot an
83, Winschel and Doubrava each had
an 87 at the end of the first day. Some
of the rankings changed after the
second day of the tournament.
Missouri Southern dropped to third
place after shooting a 317, 628 for the
two days . Missouri Western took
control of first by shooting a 300,
giving them a 609. UMR's position,
however, did not change. The Miners
finished in eighth place outof 12 teams
with 662 total. Pankahad the low score
for the miners, shooting a 77. Doubavra
shot an 84; Winschel, an 86; Laegler
and Kuess each shot an 87. Panka
finished with an 159; Kuess, a 163;
Laegler, a 170; Doubavra, a 171; and
Winschel, a 173.

SPEED

UN

LIMITED

Thanks to

YOU,' all

sorts

of everyday p roducts are
being made from th e paper,
plastic. metal and glass that
you've been recycling.
But to keep recycling
working to help protect the
environment, YOll need to
buy those products.

BUY RECYCLED.

· AND SAVE;
So look for products made
from recycled materia1s, and

,

buy them. It

WO~d mean the

world to all of us.
For a free brochure, write
Buy Recycled, Environmental

There's no limit
to what we can
do with your

;
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betense fund , 2S7 Park Ave.
.' South, New York, NY 10010,
or call 1-800-CALL- Em:

help. Please
suppqrt MDA's

~

Get off it. Exercise.

American Heart ~
Association~V

~ HNs1 0iMase

""'-.

'BA
,HERO
Be ATeacher

Teochers hove the power
to woke up young mindsto moke 0 difference.
Reoch for thot power.
Be 0 teocher. Be 0 hero.

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1·800·45·TEACH
~

ReouilingNewleochers,ln(

fight ·against 40
neuromuscular
diseases.

Commonly
Unbearable.

.LDA~

Dangerously
Believable.

Muscular Dystrophy
Association

'1-800-572-1717

Subsequently
.Fatal.
.
#1 Cause of Suicide '

',- UNTREATED
People help MOL
because MOA helps people.
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kids from drowning, but he's
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Verleeta Wooten found
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And Ivan Neal put out
a lot of fires, ,but he's
not a firefighter.
These are teachers ~ But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call1-800-45-TEACH.
r.t!'I, ;..

Public Servlee 01
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Phows: Robin Sachs

Reach fOfthe_
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ACCO UNLIMITED
Method: Open
One Aceo Drive
Interview Date: 05/06
Blytheville. AK 72315
Attn: Mr. Tom Bullock, Director of Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates: 12/96 0507 0797
Citizenship:
Position Available: Manufacturing Engr; Quality Engineering
Position Location: Blytheville, Arkansas
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: April 28 - 8:00 a.m.
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall

CORTROLPROCESSSYSTEM
Method: PRS-FCFS
Interview Date: 04/30
93 Ford Lane
Hazelwood. MO 63042
Attn: Mr. Rich Yannuzzi. President
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 3.000
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:0597 0797
Citizenship: US!perm
Position Available: Application Engineer
Position Location: St. Louis, M0
Schedule set up from resumes received by company from the Career Fair

a
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PhSIPS
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Bank

[(your mon", could go on summer
brmr.. il would probably head (or the
beach. 100. A beach where seruice
charge! drown in the .and..
PCB introduces the hottest .ummer
•• ruice ~uailab~ . . .
You
can ",reez,"Jv,,",-,==
PCBandpay I

Give ,.our mont)' a break all.ummer long. Stop II, your neared PCB location too
.

UMR Camp"" PiIlt"S1ne!, or HIDJ 72. ill RoUa - ·Jeffefto. Slltd in SL JamtJ

Federal Work-Study Requisition
Deadline
For departments to be considered for
Fall 97/Winter 98 work-study
assistants, departmental re'luisition
forms for Fall 97/Winter 98, must be
completed and returned to the Student
Financial Aid .office, G-I Parker Hall,
by July 21, 1997. If you need
requisition forms, please contact Linda
Sands in the Admissions/Student
Financial Aid .office at ext. 4282.

Air

Waste Management
Midwest Section
Scholarship
EUGlliILITY:
Individuals mu~t be full-time or parttime graduate students pursuing courses
of study and research leading to careers
in air pollution control and/or waste
management at the start of the 1997 -98
academic year. The Scholarship is only
a one-year award. To qualify for a
second year, individuals must reapply.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid .office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by: May 30, 1997.
&

~ssociation's

1111

1

Ill(

Society or Fire Protection Engineers Greater St. Louis Chapter
.our intent is to promote the study of
all engineering disciplines to help
develop individuals with the knowledge
and ability to meet the future technical
needs of our country and the world.
While our scholarships will only
partially help meet the fmancial needs
of an aspiring engineering student, we
hope it reassures the students that are
touched by the program that there are
concerned parties that wish them
success in their quest for knowledge.
CRITERIA:
• Native St. Louisian, or be interested
in working in SI. Louis after graduation.
• Full time student with minimum 60
credit hours in an engineering curriculum
at a BS or MS level.
• Financial need, past academic
achievements, and community
involvement will be considered in the
scholarship selection process.

Missouri Industrial Development
Council 1997 MIDC Heartland
BEDC Scholarships
MIDC will agairi be offering two
$475 .00 scholarships for worthy
students who are wanting to attend the
Heartland BEOC this year. The one
week course in basis economic
development will be held June 1-6,
1997, at the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
in Kansas City. These prospective
students who wish to apply for the
scholarship must complete an
application and return to the MIDC

office no later than May 1, 1997

Sigma Nu Tristan G. Pinzke
Memorial Scholarship
Student shall be male or female student
enrolled in any Engineering discipline
at the University of Missouri-Rolla,
maintaining a 2.5 cumulative grade point
average on a 4.0 scale, and be chosen
because of their campus and community
leadership and involvement Financial
need shall not be a requirement.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid .office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be submit
to th,e Student Financi<!1 Aid .office by:
April 30, 1997.

Carat Scholarship Foundation
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded
by the contributions of civic-minded
individuals, businesses and various fund
raisers. The Foundation offers $500 $1000 scholarships semiannually to
graduate and undergraduate students
who are United, States citizens. The
scholarship are awarded on the basis of
career goals, financial needs and
academic records. To receive current
information packets and applications
for The- Carat Scholarship, send a
stamped self addressed envelope to:
Carat Scholarship Foundation, Attn .. :
Carol McAuliffe-Director, 5 Magnolia
Parkway, Hawthorn Woods, IL 60047.
Novemher 1, 1997 for a December 15
distribution, April 1, 1998 for a June
15, 1998 distribution, and November
1, 1998 for a December 15, 1998
Distribution.

Americorps Education Awards
Program
The AmeriCorps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of over
$4,700 for one year of community
service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA,
it does not provide a living allowance
or other benefits. For information on
this program contact the Student
Financial Aid .office, G-l Parker Hall.

The William M. Reiss Foundation
Scholarship Fund
Scholarship recipients are limited to
Graduates of publicly supported High
schools located'withing the city limits
of Belleville, Illinois. Students working
toward a degree in medicine, but not
nursing , are excluded .
Post
Baccalaureate students will not be
considered. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid .office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application must be sent
by: May 1, 1997.

The Midwest Concrete Industry
Board,Inc.
The Mid-West Concrete Industry
Board has established a perpetual fund
known as the Mid-West Concrete
Industry Board Education Fund. This
Fund is an endowment fund that will
provide financial assistance to college \
engineering students pursuing a
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
prograin:
APPUCATIaN REQUIREMENTS :
• The a"plicant's permanent residence
as indicated on coilege or high school
record must be within 'the states of
Kansas or Missouri and either (a) within a 150-mile radius from a point
on the Kansas/Missouri state line at
highway 1-35; or (b) within a 25 mile
radius of the main U.S. Post .office at
the mailing address of a curre!!t MCIB
member.
• Applicant must be pursuing a
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
program 'at an accredited college or
university.
·Applicant must be enrolled in or have
completed concrete or concrete design
courses.

• Applicant must not be a son, daughter,
grandson, granddaughter, niece, o~
nephew or an Advisory Committee
member.
• Part-time student applicants will be
limited to junior class status or above.
The scholarship award to part-time
students will be commensurate with the
costs.
• The application must be typewritten.
Responses to questions on the
application must be answered on the
form, with the exception of the essay
questions, which may be typed on a
separate sheet and attached to the
application. The application must be
accompanied by a college transcript.
• (a) A statement appraisal of the
applicant in ' terms of potential for
grow!/!, character, leadership capacity,

and career interest from three evaluators
is required: at least on should kfrom a
faculty member. The statements must
be returned directly to MClli by each
evaluator. Recommendations sent to
MCIB by the applicant will not be
accepted.
(b) Applicants must ensure that
MCIB has received these appraisals
before
application
deadline.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid .office. Application must
be received by: April 30, 1997.

Missouri Council or the Blind
Any legally blind person enrolled in or
under consideration for admission to
post secondary training programs, who
are Missouri residents, ,and have
submitted a completed application and
all required supporting materials, are
eligible to be considered for a MCB
scholarship. The definition of legal
blindness is as follows: Visual acuity of
20{200 or less in the better corrected
eye or a visual field of20 degrees or less
in the better corrected eye. To be eligible
you must be legally blind in BaTH
eyes. Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid .office, G-l
Parker Hall. Applications must be
received by: May 1, 1997.

The John Gyles Education Fund
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolent endeavor
established seven years ago with the
help of a Canadian!American benefactor.
Full Canadian or American citizenship
is a requirement Awards are available
to both male and female students for all
areas of post-secondary study. A
minimum GPA of 2.7 is required.
Criteria other than strictly academic
ability and financial need are considered
in the selection process. Selected
students will receive up to $3,000.00.
Filing dates for mailing aPplications in
1997 are June 15th, and November
15th. To receive an application please
send only a stamped·"(US 32 ), self-

addressed, standard letter size (No. 10)
envelope to the following address: .
The John Gyles Education Fund
Attention: R. James Cougle
P. a. Box 4808,
712 Riverside Drive
Fredericton, New Brunswick
CanadaE3B 5G4
···We use international mail services,
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable..

R~lIa

Area NAACP
$600 "Yes I Can" grants are offered by
the Rolla Area (Phelps County)
NAACP to full-time African-American
undergraduate students entering or
currently attending the University of
Missouri - Rolla with at least one year
of college remaining.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
• African-American
• Demonstrates fmancial need
• U.S. Citizen
• Admitted to, or attending UMR during
the period of the grant.
' .Current UMR students must have a
2.0 cumulative GPA and be in good
standing
• Member of the Rolla Area NAACP if
currently attending UMR
• High school students admitted to
UMR for Fall Semester are eligible to
apply.
The
grant
wi11
be
administered in 2 installments of $300
-- the fITSt when the fall semester begins,
the second at the NAACP "Yes I Can"
banquet if the recipient maintains a 2.0
GPA.
The grants will be awarded
on the basis of fmancial need, academic
potential, and service to school, church,
and community.
Application forms are
available from The Rolla Area NAACP
Branch, pa Box 1534, Rolla, Ma,
65402 or by calling 573-368-4312.
Application deadline is May
2, 1997. Recipients will be selected by
May 15, 1997.
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All organizat ional meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW .
Please send all changes to the afore-
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7:00 pm: Intervars ity Christian
Fellowship, Sunrise Rm U<;:E

mentione d office.

7:30 pm: Arnold Ajr Society pledge
meeting, 20 I Harris H.;il

7:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
7:00 pm: Koinonia, Walnut Rm UCW

almailsetvices,
IS 8CteJxab1~.

-----
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10:30 am: Tau Beta Pi, Pizza sales,
Puck

7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 130ChE

12:00 pm: Psi Club Banquet, Gallery
.
UCE

7:00 pm: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

ldps County)

frican'Am'licin

nls entering or
e Univenity of
iI least one year

4:30 pm: Student Council, WalnutRm,
'UCW

8:00 pm: Academic Competiti on
Organizali on, 314 CE

4:00 pm: Volleyball Club, womens
practice, Rec Center

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, EMgt Bldg

5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt

ialneed

7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

3:00 pm: Trap and Skeet club, 107
Buehler
6:00 pm:

6:00pm:
. McNutt

Its mUSI have a

md be in good

7:00 pm: UMR College Democrats,
216 McNutt
7:30 pm: Bahai Club, Meramec Rm,
UCE
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Show Me Anime, 204

7:00 pm & 9:00 pm:
Movie Hoffa, 104 ME

SUB Spring

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE

llments of SlOO
semeslel'begins,
.CP 'Yes I Can'

laAteaNAACP

7:00 pm:
McNutt

7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
Buehler

will be

forms are

Spelunke rs Club, 204

6:30 pm: 'Blue Key, 216 ME

Its admined 10
,rareeligiblelo

ISchoo~church,

RHA. NRHH, UCE cafeteria

6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 104 EE

Atea NAACP if
o!R

It

7:00 pm: Film Festival Monterey Pop,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hall

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE

ingUMRduring

I

7:00 pm: Christian Science, Sunrise
RmUCE

227 Fulton

.

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 216
ME

House Jor Rent
3 blocks from UMR, 408 E. 12th SI.; 5
rooms: living room, dining room, 2
bedrooms, bath, kitchen. Accessories
include electric stove, refrig,
dishwashe r, electric heat with room
thermostats, ceiling fans and central air
conditioning. Downstair s: 2 rooms,
bath/show er. Leasing : June I for
$410.00. For appointment, call1-314-

Arnold Air Society, 208

9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126
ChE

11:00 am: SUB BBQ, Puck
4:00 pm: Womens' Volleyball Club
Practice, Rec Center

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 ChE
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa'Psi, 125 ChE

7:30pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk

7:00 pm: SUB Spring Concert, Multi·
.
Purpose Bldg

7:00 pm: IEEE, 117 CE

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

4:00 pm: VolleybaU Club Womens'
practice, Rec Center4:00 pm : Student Council Officers
Meeting, Walnut Rm
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon, 114 CE
6:00 pm: AIChE, committe e on
legislation , 109 CSF

11:30 am : University Orators Ch:apter
of Toastmasters internatioMl, Missouri
'.'
RmUCE
5:30 pm: Spanish Club, 203 HSS

6:30 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, 204
McNutt
6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,

8:00 pm: SUB pres~nts hypnotist
Mark Pittman, Centennial hall UCE

7:00 pm: Assoc. of Black Students,
204 McNutt

Attention May Graduates
Commencement announcements are

now available in the Registrar's Office
for all students who will be graduating
These
on May 17, 1997 .
'announce ments are provided by the
University at no cost to the graduate . .

a!
tr
~x
!
ra
~t
'~
The Missouri Miner reserves the right
to edit all submitted announcements for
style, grammer,.pimctuation, spelling,

Report summer jobs to COC
Students are reminded to report their
summer jobs and internships to the
Career Opportuni ties Center if they
have not already done so. Forms are
available on the COC website at
www.umr.edu/-<:areer/ and also at the
Center in room 304 Norwood Hall.

Corree Talks
The Multicultural Educational Support
Program invites faculty, staff and
students to a series of coffee talks from
9-11am on Thursdays .a t the MESP
Office in Room 107 Norwood Hall.
Free coffee, homemade pastries and
good conversation are included. On the
third Thursday of every month, MESP
will have a guest host to lead
discussions . The remaining guest bost
is: Stress Reliever with Ann Wilks,
May 15.
Fresbman Orientatio n needs your
help
Volunteers are needed to assist with the
Freshman Orientation weekends. You
can make a difference by informing
prospectiv e students of why UMR
should be their first choice, have fun
and take a break from your normal
routine. Freshman Orientation dates
are: June 11, and June 13, 1997. For
more information, contact OSAC at 3414211 or pfrisbee@umr.edu, or stop by
the Center for Personal and Professional
.Development, 204 Norwood Hall.

....". ." ...........~&::!!'-..-.,;:.;..,. ,:..- ....-"'0
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7:30 pm: African Student Assn. ,
Centennial hall UCE'
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma, 204 McNutt

680-7891 EXT C200.

Internet at
7:00 pm: Associatio n.of Profession al ' mail address on the
OL.COM
SGTM@A
GMORRI
EMgt
103
Societies,

7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139 ChE

SI. Clair, 209 MCS

Help Wanted
Men/Wom en earn $480 weekly
assemblin g circuit boards/ele ctronic
componen ts at home. Experienc e
unnecessa ry, will train. Immediate
openings in your local area. Call 1-520-

Position Available
Immediat e positions available for
'contract programm ing, design and
. developm ent for a SI. Louis based
5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
technology company. Must be at least
McNutt
a junior in Compute r Sc~ence or
Engineerin g. Pay will be
Electrical
6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, i04 EE
$15.00.per hour. Must be able to devote
20 hours per week. Visual Basic,
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE
Omnis, or SQL experience a plus. Send
resume to GTM Enterprises, Inc., 411
·6:00 pm: Spelunke rs Club, 204
.' West Orchard, Ballwin, MO 63011, o r
McNutt
fax to (314)256-8539, or send to our e-

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

performan ce "Music From Around the
World," Leach Theatre Castleman Hall

Service available
Affordable Typing and Resume Service.
Ca11341-5084

4:30 pm: Student Council, WainutRm
UCW

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

Compute r Science
Departmen t Colloquiu m "Introduction
to Data Mining" presented by Daniel

length, and matters of good taste.
Announcements must be submitted by
3:30 p.m. on Thursday before
publication .

638-8374
9:00 pm:
Harris

6:00 pm: UMR Toastmas ters and
Unive~ity Orators anniversary dinner,
Commun ity Meeting Rm, Phelps
County Courthous e

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

fortune.

Classifieds
Car Stereo Installer
Need a car stereo installed but don't want
to pay high shop prices? I will install
ALMOST any radio in ALMOST any
car (new or used) for labor starting at
$25 .+ parts. If this sounds good to
you, give me a call at 368-3530 and ask
for Jim or e-mail me at jlS@umr.edu. I
am MECP Cenified, a former employee
of Forum Vide!>, and have mUltiple
re ferences, so don't wait and pay a
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When you buy products made from recycled matenals.
. (
recycling keeps working . To flnd out more. call1-BOO -CAil-EDF
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Missouri Miner

-THE -PROFESSIONAL-

HAIR
CR.MTERS
TELEPHONE: 341-3800

NO

STANDING

JOY SULLIVAN, Owner/Stylist
• Walk-Ina Welcome
• Student Discounts
708 N. Bishop Suite 2
(Above Dominos Pizza)

Neuromuscular disease can say
no running, walking ,
standing - even breathing .
Help MDA help people.

MDR'

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. because MOA helps people.

CHANGE

THE WORLD

ONE
FAIRY TALE
AT A TIME.
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A four-y ear-old is full of
hope. That's one of the reasons
there's Head Start. We give low-

A~

income preschool children what
other children already have. The
chance to learn. To be healthy.
To be happy.

HAS BEGUN"
DON'T MISS OUT
PATrY'S IS NOW
OFFERING
TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR

USED

T£XTBOOKS

It's a big job and we need
vo lu n teer~.

Especially skilled

professionals like you w ho
want to make a difference in
the life of a child. Come share
your special talents and interests with Head Start. Because if
you change the world of a
child, you change the world.
Call 1-800-27-START for a
brochure on volunteer opportunities with Head Start.
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